Seahorse Gallery
- Go around to each exhibit and count how many seahorses you see! __________
- Which one was the most difficult to spot? __________

Cove Forest
- How many different colored birds can you spot? __________
- Can you spot a bird anywhere close? What does it look like?
  ______________________________________________________
- What do you see the otters doing? ______________
  _____________________________________________
- Which ones are out today? ______________

Discovery Hall
- Repeat the sounds the alligators are making!
- Listen to the different sounds the frogs make. Can you compare the sounds to another sound you know?
  _______________________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________________
- Touch the sturgeons. What do they feel like? What is the temperature of their water?

__________________________________________________________
Delta

- Why do ducks have to live in the water? __________
  _______________________________________

- Look around you and see if you can spot a duck!

- What bird songs do you hear? _________________
  _______________________________________

- Make the noise a gopher frog makes!

River Giants

- Pick two giants. On what continent do they live? _________________
  _______________________________________

- Which giant, out of the two you picked, the biggest? _________________
**Stingrays/Sharks**

- Touch as many sharks and stingrays as you can!
- What does the stingray feel like? What does it look like?

____________________________________________________________________

- Can you find the sharks? They are hiding somewhere! Count the ones you see.

____________________________________________________________________

**Butterflies**

- What kind of creature changes into a butterfly? What process do they go through to become a butterfly?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

- Can you find the food the butterflies like to eat?

____________________________________________________________________

- Find the prettiest butterfly you see!

__________

**Penguins**

- Walk like a penguin!
- Go look for the sign to the right of the curved window, that lists the penguins’ names. Is your penguin a Macaroni or a Gentoo? Now choose the color wing band your penguin is wearing. There is the name! 

____________________________________________________________________

- Feel the water. This is how cold the water is when the penguins swim in it! Could you live in this water?

____________________________________________________________________

Kindergarten-Second Grade
Secret Reef

-Sit on the bench and listen to the sounds around you. What do you hear? What do you see?______________

-Can you spot the sea turtle that only has one back flipper?

-EVEN: go on the underwater journey on the computer behind you!

Get a picture in the shark cage. AHHH!

Jellies

-Go into the moon jelly room and sit on the floor and pretend you are swimming with the jellies.

-There are two mirrors in this room. What do they do to the jellies? Is it colder or hotter in this room?